To illustrate smaller details, this diagram is not drawn to scale.

Cup Target Point marked on tape 2.5 cm wide and 5.0 cm long (6.b.)

Vehicle Target Point is offset to right side of imaginary center line by: 0.10 m for Regional, 0.25 m for State, and 0.50 for National (6.c.ii.)

Vehicle Target Point marked on tape 2.5 cm wide and 5.0 cm long between Start Point and Cup Target Point (6.b., 6.c.)

Track is at least 2.0 m wide with need not be marked (6.a.)

Centerline distance between Vehicle Target Point and Cup Target Point is chosen by the Event Supervisor in intervals of 0.10 m between: 1.00 to 2.00 m for Regional, 2.00 to 4.00 m for State, and 4.00 to 6.00 m for National (6.c.i.)

Cup Target Point is 8.00 m away from the Start Point (6.b.)

Imaginary center line connecting the Start Point and Vehicle Target Point (6.c.i.)

3-oz. paper cup placed by competitors over Start Point (5.c.)

Start Point marked on tape 2.5 cm wide and 5.0 cm long (6.b.)
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